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Hear Us Roar

Home of the Wildcats

Cutler Elementary School

Upcoming Events:
 2/18/19—No
School, Presidents Day
 2/19/19—
Wildcat Parent
Academy—
Session 2
 2/20/19—
Kinder Lesson
Study
 2/22/19—5th
Grade College
Study Fieldtrip
to College of the
Sequoias

Principal’s Message:
This short
week was jammed
packed and full of
love! We finished
up our Poetry and
Prose tryouts. Students that will be
representing Cutler
School at Fresno
State’s Peach Blossom and the TCOE
Poetry & Prose competitions were announced.
On Wednesday we had our un-

announced lock
down drill and it
went well! Thank
you teachers and
staff for taking
this drill serious
and practicing
with your students. Thank you
Mrs. Guzman and
Deputy Henderson for the commendations and
feedback.
On Valentines Day, we
were visited by

Kelley Petty from
TCOE and the crew
from Channel 24.
They were here to
film one of our students, Juan Gonzalez Rojo for the
Character Counts
Matters segments.
Juan was nominated for his great citizenship. As soon as
we know when the
segment will air on
TV we will let everyone know!
~Mrs. Cerda

What’s Happening K-2:
As the end of the Trimester quickly
approaches, students and staff are all
working hard to demonstrate growth and
learning! Working as a team we have
provided our students with access to
grade level academics by purposefully
planning scaffolds and strategically planning lessons to meet individualized student needs. Collaborative grade level
planning and implementation have
helped increase student learning in all
areas. It is a joy to see how much our
students have grown since the beginning
of the year.
~A&W (Anders/Wandler)
What’s Happening 3-5:
This has been an eventful week for
grades 3-5. During the week we experienced some difficulties logging in, scoring
and retrieving data for our ELA. Even
though we experienced these challenges,
grade level teachers were able to come together as a team and forward plan based
on the observations made during their
testing. Teachers were FOCUSED on
planning with purpose, REFLECTING on
student data and performance to set next
instructional steps, and COLLABORATING with one another on what and how to
get our students better prepared. These
are all components of a SMART team!
Thank you teachers for your patience this
week! Also thank you for your daily efforts in making a positive impact on student learning. Your hard work NEVER
goes unnoticed!! #WildcatTeachersRock
~G Squared (Christina/Corine)
Wildcat Parent Academy:
Tuesday was our first Wildcat Parent Academy. We had 10 parents in attendance. The workshop had our parents
sharing valuable parenting and leadership qualities. They learned the importance of positive parenting. All parents are encouraged and invited to participate in our Parent Academy. Our next session is on
Tuesday, February 19th at 5:30pm in the Cutler School Office.
~Araceli Vasquez

What’s Happening in Technology:
The week started off with the technology being quirky. The Monday Memo
was stuck in the Google Classroom and the ICA results did not want to be seen.
(Sometimes in the world of technology you just needs an extra click to get going.) BUT the 3rd grade students were on point as they began learning about
Google Slide presentations. WooHoo! They did a great job focusing on the details
with most of them capitalizing their titles correctly. Impressive! We look forward to
seeing all their presentations they create in the coming months.
~Miss Heinrichs
History Day:
Today we had three students attend the History Day 2019 Competition at
TCOE with the help of their coaches Mrs. Thiessen and Ms. Langdon. This year
the theme was Triumph & Tragedy. The students Michelle Avila, Lucero Diaz and
Elvia Vasquez, chose the topic of the Transcontinental Railroad. Over the past few
months, the students had to research, plan and design a thesis and answer questions about their topic. At the competition, the students had to present their board
to two judges. The students came out smiling and felt confident with the information they shared with the judges. This was a great experience for our students
to practice speaking in front of others and to show off all their hard work. We are
proud of you!

College Thursday:
Our college of the week features Santa Clara University which
is located in Santa Clara California.
The University has 5,435 full-time undergraduate students, and 3,335 graduate students. It was founded in 1851,
and is the oldest operating institution
of higher learning in California. Santa Clara University has remained in its original location for 165
years. The university's campus surrounds the historic Mission Santa Clara de Asis, which
traces its founding to 1776. The campus mirrors the Mission's architectural
style, and provides a fine early example
of Mission Revival Architecture. Please
visit www.scu.edu for more information
on Santa Clara University.
Career Friday:
This week students learned the
career and duties of waste and water
treatment operators. They control an
entire process or system of machines
often through the use of control boards
to transfer or treat water or
wastewater. People rely on supplies of
clean water for survival and on the
proper treatment of wastewater to keep
cities healthy and water sources unpolluted Water and wastewater treatment
plant and system operators manage
the vital systems that treat water and
wastewater. Water treatment plant and
system operators oversee the treatment
and distribution of fresh water as it is
pumped from wells, rivers, or reservoirs to water treatment plants. Most
employees work full time and may be
on call or work shifts around the clock
to maintain operations especially during emergencies. A high school education and licensure are required. Having
knowledge of Agriculture and Natural
resources or obtaining an associate’s
degree may be helpful.

Have a GREAT weekend!!
Mrs. Cerda,
Mrs. Andrade,
& Mr. Gomez

